Functional
Writing 1-6
Functional writing is primarily non-fiction, although some of the samples included in this document contain fictional content. Examples of functional writing include posters, advertisements,
brochures, lists, letters, charts, instructions, recipes, rules, signs, postcards, notes, graphs, responses to literature, and information collected in graphic organizers, to name but a few.
These writing samples are intended to show how student writing can be assessed using the
NWT-ELA writing standards. The samples were selected from student writing from across the
NWT. No one sample can accurately match every writing standard, so a number of samples
have been included. When assessing student writing (either for or of learning) it is important to
remember to use a variety of samples. The more samples you use, the more you can be confident in your observations.
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Grade One Writing
Students begin with simple drawings and labels then move to written descriptions and stories. By the end of grade
one, students are able to write in several genres (narrative, expository, letters, and poetry). They use previously modeled forms, and often follow familiar sentence patterns. Although conventions are still not consolidated (there will still
be approximated spelling and other errors), the intent to communicate should be clear. Content usually is focused on
personal experiences, as well as areas of personal interest. Students begin to make connections between their own
prior knowledge and experiences and new learning. They also begin to paraphrase information found in texts, as well
as beginning to put ideas and information into sequential formats. Beginning writers will use initial/final consonant
combinations along with some medial vowels, expand their sight word base, and use classroom environmental print.
Word walls, posted charts and poems, big books, familiar texts, name cards, theme words, and other sources of text
all contribute to the development of independent writers in Grade One. Students also need lots of opportunity to write
– shared and interactive writing, guided writing, and independent writing time. It is also important for students to have
choice in their writing – in topic, in genre, or both They also begin to expand their ability to sort ideas and information,
and begin to use graphic organizers such as K-W-L, RANN, and “beginning-middle-end” charts.
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Sample 1

Grade 1
Description: This sample is a basic list. It would appear that the author has used a Word Wall or other
environmental print to create the list. This a common
self-directed writing activity in Kindergarten and early
grade 1.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas
from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure (list)
- uses words related to topic
- maintains phrase format
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Sample 2

Description: This sample shows a diagram
and labels representing the author’s house
plan. The labels show a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling. It shows a
good understanding of the use of illustrations and captions/labels to convey information.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure
- uses words related to topic
- maintains phrase format
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 3

Grade 1
Description: This sample shows a survey, with a question, collected data, and a concluding statement. The data collection
shows an understanding of setting up a chart and using tally
marks. The concluding statement also shows an understanding
of the purpose of a survey—drawing a conclusion from the collected data.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from
classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentences
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Sample 4
Discussion: This sample is a response to the picture book
Moira’s Birthday. It uses a standard sentence stem to start
each sentence (“My favourite part…”). The two sentences
are not connected in any way, but stand as two separate
ideas. The illustration supports the response but is not necessary to make sense of the response.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from
classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of
sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences.
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable.
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Sample 5

Grade 1

Description: This sample is a comic strip interpretation of the song “Snoopy’s Christmas”. Some parts are taken
from the song (“land behind enemy lines”, “this is the end”), and some are inserted by the author. The use of expressions such as “mwa ha ha” and the growling “grrrr” add interesting detail and voice to the piece. The illustrations are an integral part of the piece; the sample also assumes some background knowledge of the song itself,
otherwise the piece is hard to comprehend.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple sequence of events
- writing includes a few details
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure (comic strip)
- uses words related to topic
- uses descriptive words to create an image
- maintains phrase format and tense
- writing is individual
- writing engages audience
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and beginning of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 6

Grade 1

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description

Description: This sample is a note to
a teacher. It is somewhat different in
tone from a regular journal entry because it includes a greeting and
question for the teacher, as well as
information that the author wishes to
share. This author is learning English
as a second language, which explains the inaccurate preposition use
as well missing words and other errors. The conventions (other than
grammar) are strong, and the message is understandable.
MEETING STANDARDS

- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure (note)
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Sample 7

Discussion: This sample is a graphic organizer; it is a combination of computer work (creating the graphic organizer) and
filling in the information by hand. It is likely that the categories
(How they look, What they eat, Where they live) were either
given by the teacher or developed together by the class. The
approximated spelling in this piece shows interesting application of both phonics skills (“nectr”, “atics” and an awareness of
certain spelling rules (“froot”, “trese”, “tinea”)
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from
classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure
(graphic organizer)

- uses words related to topic
- maintains phrase format
- writing is individual
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 8

Grade 1

Discussion: This sample is a summary of the picture
book Something From Nothing. The response follows a consistent sentence stem pattern
(“Grandfather made…”) with some variation in the
predicates (using “Joseph” and “wonderful” in different sentences). The conclusion is basic, but does
reflect the events in the story. The conventions in
this sample are strong.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas
from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a sequence of events
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting
illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure
- uses words related to topic
- uses descriptive words
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional
spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and beginning
of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication
is understandable
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Sample 9

Grade 1

Continued on next page
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Sample 9 (cont’d)

Grade 1

Discussion: This sample is an independently written “picture book”, based on the familiar format of
a picture and accompanying one or two sentences
of text on each page. Each page tells about a different aspect of the topic. Some of the information
sounds like it has been copied from another
source, however the spelling and layout seem to
indicate that the text is being written independently. This sample shows good understanding of the
text features in this kind of text—table of contents,
page numbers, and page layout and organization.
Spelling shows use of phonics (“grat”), as well as
spelling patterns (“baybie”, “colde”); most of the
text uses conventional spelling. The vocabulary is
quite sophisticated, as is some of the sentence
structure, including the use of a question (“Can
you guess..?”) and incorporated lists.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of contextsetting illustration
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure (picture book)
- uses words related to topic
- uses descriptive words
- uses simple declarative sentences
- writing is individual
- writing engages audience
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional
spelling
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication
is understandable
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Grade Two Writing
Students in Grade Two begin to expand their audiences and learn to use writing in varied ways, including sharing information and ideas, telling stories, persuading others, and using language to create images for others. Drama and
readers’ theatre are popular choices with grade two students. Content begins to extend beyond self and family, to
include things from the community, as well as ideas and extensions of modeled text (books, films, TV, and other
sources of text), memories, and opinions. Students experiment with a wider variety of modeled forms and genres.
There is usually a logical organizational sequence to the piece. Teachers need to continue to model through shared
and guided writing. Grade Two’s can sustain longer periods of writing, and need longer, uninterrupted blocks of time
to work on projects. As in previous years, students continue to need choices in topic, genre, or both. Grade Two writing becomes easier to read throughout the year as students gain further control over writing conventions, however it
is important to remember that some approximated spelling is still to be expected. Continued time for reading aloud
each day to students is also very important. Teachers can create mini-lessons using material taken from favourite
read-alouds to illustrate such concepts as descriptive language, compound sentences, showing rather than telling
details, etc. Students begin to experiment with new vocabulary, sentence patterns, and organizational sequences.
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Sample 1

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample shows a telephone list—a first draft that includes spelling corrections and then a final draft that has the information in an easier-to-read set of columns. The final draft shows an
understanding of some of the text features that are important to this
kind of list (straight lines, aligned columns). A more developed piece
might also have included spacing between lines to make the information easier to read, as well as listing the names in alphabetical order.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- title gives topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
(telephone list)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- maintains phrase format appropriate to organizational
pattern
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is
understandable

Sample 2

Discussion: This sample is an example of a set of “How TO” instructions, with accompanying illustrations. There are good examples of
text features, including numbering the steps and then also numbering the illustrations that match each instruction. Some of the approximated spelling is unclear on its own, but when matched to the illustration and to the context of the piece, it becomes easier to decode.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (“How To”)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- maintains phrase format appropriate to organizational pattern
- writing engages audience
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 3

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample is a
beginning-middle-end retelling
of a familiar story, The piece
has most of the story in the
“end” section, indicating that
the author does not yet have a
solid understanding of middle
and ending. The first two sections have good sentence
structure and a good transition,
but the final panel becomes
somewhat confusing.

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic

APPROACHING STANDARDS

- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
Sample 4

Discussion: This sample is a
comparison using a Venn diagram. The items in each circle
are basic, but do offer a comparison between the two tales. The
structure of the notes is inconsistent; some are in point form
and some are in sentences. This
is not uncommon in Grade 2.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title gives topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 5

Grade 2

Discussion This sample is a timeline showing the development of baby rabbits. The timeline is meant to reflect the
first 6 weeks of development, but it appears the author struggled a bit with what were perhaps arbitrary time categories (weeks 4 & 5 say basically the same thing, and week 6 moves ahead by several months). This may reflect
a lack of knowledge on the part of the author (being unable to record specifics for each week) or a wish to make
the timeline run from “baby” to “adult”. The illustrations support the notes for each category to begin with, but then
taper off as the information becomes more vague. This difficulty in sustaining focus throughout the piece is not
uncommon in Grade 2—many pieces start strongly but weaken by the end.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
(timeline)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
Sample 6

- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or
high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks and
exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Discussion: This sample is a thank-you note. It uses a standard
greeting and closure, and lists several ideas in the body. The
writing sounds somewhat stilted, possibly because of the sentence stems being used (“Thank you for…”, “My favourite…”).
Many students still rely on sentence stems in Grade 2, until they
become more familiar with a specific format for writing. There is
evidence of some understanding of letter conventions (greeting
with end punctuation, information in body, final idea, and closure
on a separate line).
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title or opening sentence gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (letter)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks

- errors may be distracting but basic
communication is understandable
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Sample 7

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample is a note to a student, intended to address a behavior issue on the playground equipment.. It clearly states the issue, offers a suggestion, and provides an incentive for the requested behavior.
The note also uses a salutation and closing. There is original vocabulary
(“just too much”, “You’re our friend but sometimes you get a bit bossy”)
and clear voice. The opening sentence may be confusing to anyone not
familiar with primary playground equipment (tire swings), but the confusion
is cleared up by the second sentence.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (letter)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for mort familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Sample 8

Discussion: This sample is a response to the picture book Murmel, Murmel, Murmel. It provides the title, author, and illustrator on
one side, and a brief “teaser” about the book on the other. This
demonstrates a deeper level comprehension than a retelling or
summary; it also requires a strong understanding of the process of
“show not tell” in writing. The back of the postcard also shows an
understanding of the format requirements of this specific structure.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (post card)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing is engaging
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency
words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation
marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 9

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample is a
response to one of the books
in the “Magic Treehouse”
series. It is a description of
each of the three main characters. Each section is titled
and has three simple statements. The content is factual, and while it is basic, it
does tell key ideas about
each character. The sentence structure is very basic.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic

- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- writing engages audiences
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable

Sample 10

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title gives topic (chart headings)
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- maintains phrase format appropriate to organizational
pattern

Discussion: This sample shows a comparison chart with information on three
different bear species. Each entry in each
column is connected to the parallel ones
in the other two columns, although this
organizational strategy becomes confused when the food entry for the black
bear takes up two lines. To be really effective, the chart should also have categories down the left margin, to clarify the
information, but since this appears to be a
self-generated chart, it’s very well done
for Grade 2.
MEETING STANDARDS

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high
frequency words
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is
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Sample 11

Grade 2

Discussion: This
sample uses a specific structure (First,
Next, Then, Finally) to
sequence an event. It
focuses on sharing
the facts of an experience with the audience, and does a
good job of that. The
details support the
events (“I was in Ethana’s room”, “I was
locked in the closet”,
“I yelled for help”) but
keep the ‘reporting’
viewpoint of the
piece. The illustrations are also specific
and closely linked to
each section. The
sentence structure is
basic, but again is
consistent with the
format, as is the word
choice.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title or opening sentence gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (reporting an event)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis (Auntie)
- sometimes uses periods, question marks and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 12

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample shows a summary response to a short chapter book
(from the “Junie B. Jones” series). Itt
identifies the title (but not the author),
characters, setting, and provides a plot
summary. The conclusion provided
seems incomplete due to the incorrect
use of “as you might expect” and
“although” as transition words. These
are sophisticated word choices for
Grade 2; sometimes such choices are
not used correctly. There is also an
awkward phrasing with the use of “of”
instead of “about” in the summary. This
kind of error is also not uncommon in
Grade 2.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 13

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample is a set of
information cards. It combines pictures, headings and small amounts of
information. The information is vague
is places (“it is small and big”,
“communicate by a bone”) and not all
of it seems to be clearly understood by
the author (“it was 6-7 feet tall and 2.62.9m”). The phrase format is not consistent; some parts are written in sentences and other parts are in point
form. The format helps the author organize the information and present it is
a way that is easy to read. It shows
good use of technology.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (information card)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 14

Discussion: This sample shows a thank you note. It has a greeting and a closing. The body of the letter talks about
the presentation and shows that the author has thought about the content. The body also flows well, through statements, questions, and a summary statement.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- writing is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- opening sentence gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (letters)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis
- sometimes uses periods and question marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 15

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample is a set of
instructions written as a recipe. It is
well formatted, the information is
clear, The steps in the “Directions”
section flow well, and the “TIP” at
the end provides a good conclusion.
The word choice is clear and the
sentence structure is consistent.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- writing is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (recipe)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- maintains format/tense appropriate to organizational pattern
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 16

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample is a “How To” sequence that uses illustrations combined with captions to explain a procedure. The captions give instructions and some basic explanation. Each step is consistent in phrasing and tense
until Step 8, when the tense switches. The structure of Step 3 is also a bit unclear. The author chose vocabulary
that is clear and that is specific to the topic.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (“How To”)
- may have conclusion
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses some descriptive words to create image
- maintains phrase format/tense appropriate to organizational pattern
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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By Grade Three, most students are consolidating their writing skills. They are able to use their growing competencies
in speaking, writing, and representing to communicate ideas and information or to persuade others to a particular
point of view. Students experiment with new vocabulary and sentence structure and try out different ways to organize
and present their material. They also may use dialogue as a way to advance the plot. Generally, Grade Three students do not have good control over the use of quotation marks and other dialogue conventions, and it is often difficult
to follow the plot unless the student reads the piece aloud. This can be opportunity for a small-group mini-lesson on
keeping the audience in mind when writing, and the strategies authors use to make it clear who is talking, and when
the speakers change. Although quotation marks are not expected to be mastered until Grade Four they can certainly
be introduced at this level because so many students begin to use dialogue. Writing has a clear introduction and follows a logical sequence. Students begin to write for a wider variety of audiences, Students are now able to do some
self- and peer editing, checking for errors in conventions. Students can also edit for completeness of thoughts and
basic sentence structure. Teachers need to continue to model a variety of writing genres, stressing the connections
between receptive and expressive language. Mini-lessons to teach author’s craft also help to expand the grade three
student’s growing repertoire of skills. Students are becoming more aware of traditional story patterns and are trying to
incorporate those in their own writing. Oral discussion now includes sharing opinions as well as information, and students are able to support their opinions with supporting details and “evidence”. These supporting details also start to
appear in writing, giving more depth to stories and descriptions.
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Sample 1

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the
writing purpose (request)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- errors do not interfere with communication

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a request
note. The author understands the purpose of a written request (as well as the
idea that “putting it in writing” will help the
recipient remember). The conventions
reflect the fact that this is an informal
communication. However, despite the
errors, the intent of the communication is
clear. The body of the message makes
the request and provides a reason. The
postscript gives a specific time frame.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Sample 2
Discussion: This sample is an organizing
web, giving supporting details around the
topic of respect. The details are generally
consistent in form.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with opinions
- topic is stated in the beginning (in centre
of web)
- word choice is appropriate for intended
audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 3

Grade 3
Discussion: This sample is a simple recipe. It is missing
both a title and the “Ingredients” heading; it does have a
“Method” heading. The information is not complete (no
mention of a pan in which to bake the bread, possibly missing some ingredients), and not always accurate (unlikely to
be completely baked in 15 minutes). However, as an independent effort, it is well done. The phrasing is consistent
throughout, and the word choice is adequate.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with facts
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to writing purpose (recipe)

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly

Sample 4

Discussion: This sample is a request for
information. The author understands the
purpose of a written request for information. It contains a greeting and closure. The note states an issue and requests clarification. Although the conventions in this piece are weak (spelling
in particular) but the word choice
(wondering, equipment, sincerely) and
sentence structure are more sophisticated .

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 5

Grade 3
Discussion: This sample is a thank you letter, written to a
guest presenter. It has both a greeting and a closure. The
body gives a personal response to the presentation. The
sentence structure is varied, including a compound sentence using “because” as the conjunction. The format of the
letter has the greeting in the correct place and with correct
spacing, and the closure with correct spacing. There is an
attempt (“spectachul”) to use descriptive language.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence (opinion)
- information is organized in meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose (letter)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words
Uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 6

Discussion: This sample is an explanation of thinking about solving a
math computation. The symbolic representation with the numbers
helps to explain the thinking. There is some confusion in the statement “subtract it to46” (46 is subtracted from 90); this could indicate
some misunderstanding with the process, or it may be some difficulty
with how to explain it correctly.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the
writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses own words

- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 7

Grade 3
Discussion: This sample is a set of questions intended for a survey. The
questions drift slightly off topic at the end. The questions will not give
easy-to-record results, but that should be a learning experience that can
be discussed in a conference. However, the questions are clear and the
y flow well from beginning to end.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the
writing purpose (survey)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words

- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 8

Description: This sample is a list; it can be presented
this way or could also be reformatted as a poem. The
nine supporting details are consistent in phrasing structure and format. The word choice is good, although there
are two places where the word choices are not used correctly (“giving presents to relatives and receiving”,
“Christmas turkey and servings”). The final item on the
list is used as a conclusion, and uses an exclamation
point to emphasize it.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose (survey)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 9

Grade 3
Discussion: This sample is a response to a book, written as a
note to the teacher. It includes the date, a greeting, and a
closing. The page is set up with visual prompts to remind the
author to use those features correctly. The body of the letter
introduces the book, giving the title, and then tells what the
book is about and gives an example. There is some difficulty
with the sentence structure in the explanation section
(“...fake information for monsters like in the book…”). This
kind of difficulty is not uncommon in Grade 3.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to writing purpose (letter)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences

- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words

- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 10
Discussion: This sample is an outline. It is a way to provide supporting details for key ideas. It uses a combination of numbering and
formatting to keep the ideas organized. This piece shows an overgeneralization of the use of commas; instead of being used to separate ideas, they are used to separate each word. The phrasing is
consistent throughout the piece, and the key ideas are clearly linked
to the topic.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to
writing purpose (outline)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 11

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a “letter to Santa” (a common activity in grade 3 and 4), showing both a first and second
draft. The letter shows good structure (return address, date, greeting, body, and closure). The body includes a nice
opening sentence, setting the context and adding a bit of humour. This is followed by a small joke, and then the list of
requested presents. The content is actually quite clever, and the piece is well organized. There is alos a strong sense
of the author’s voice. The most noticeable difference between the two drafts is spelling corrections. There is no evidence of revision of content or crafting of the piece. Despite the corrections done to the first draft, there are still a lot
of convention errors (end and internal punctuation, and capitalization of toy names). There are also some problems
with run-on sentences; this may be due to poor punctuation and capitalization control, but it should have been corrected during the editing conference.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported by opinions
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is
connected to the writing purpose (letter)
- simple conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences

-writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 12

Grade 3
Discussion: This sample is a summary of science information.
It uses jot notes as well as a Venn diagram. The content is
clear, and there is an attempt to use a numbering structure
(although the period is incorrectly placed before the number).
The author also has recognized that the information in the
Venn diagram is not readable, so it is listed more clearly underneath.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported by some evidence
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 13
Discussion: This sample is presented as a book review,
although it is more of a personal response to the novel
than an actual review. It offers key ideas (likes and dislikes), with some supporting details. The details are general (“I like it because it is a fun rough sport”, “how he
plays chess a lot”) but they are connected to the key
points. The piece is generally well organized, listing the
positive points first, then the negatives, and finally, the
suggestions for improvements. There is one misplaced
sentence, possibly included to extend the length of the
piece, or else as an afterthought.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is connected to the
writing purpose
- simple conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for the intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content

- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 14

Grade 3

Discussion: The sample is a book summary. It focuses on
the beginning of the book, with a very quick summary at
the end. This organization issue is still common in Grade
3. The summary is not completely accurate, but is a close
approximation. The tense switches from present to past
and back again several times, but this is not uncommon
for Grade 3. There is also a developing voice in the piece,
coming through in comments such as “oh he recognized
her all right”, and “After that they were happy together and
got used to it”. The sentence structure in this piece is
more advanced than is usual in a Grade 3 piece, although
it is not always well-controlled. There is some strong word
choice (enormous adventure, eventually, recognized, excited) but not all are used appropriately (announced).
There are some capitalization errors (Girl, Aunt, Grandfathers) that could have been corrected through an editing
conference. There are also a number of errors with internal punctuation (commas, quotation marks, and apostrophes); these skills are beyond the Grade 3 curriculum and
so are not considered as errors.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported by some evidence; may include
unnecessary information
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is connected to the writing purpose (summary)
- simple conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- uses some transition words
-writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses own words
- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Students in Grade Four write for a variety of purposes and audiences and are able to set more specific purposes for
writing. They are expanding their informational writing, including information from a variety of sources and looking at
different techniques and forms to convey their meaning. Narrative writing uses dialogue and description to show action; the content expands to include imagination and fantasy. In Grade Four, students begin to organize their writing in
paragraphs. Students continue to require focused mini-lessons on the author’s craft to develop their skills; they understand how visuals can help to focus the attention of the reader or to emphasize ideas. They also are able to adapt
their language use to particular audiences and purposes and begin to use resources such as dictionaries, a thesaurus, or a spell checker to support conventions. Shared, guided, and independent writing time continue to be important
within the class schedule. Students in grade four continue to need opportunities to share their work with others, and to
write for real audiences and purposes.
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Sample 1

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample uses a Venn
diagram to compare two time periods.
The overlapping section uses jot notes
to record the information, while the two
circles uses full sentences (in the
“People Today” section) and sentences
and phrases (in the “Pioneers” section).
The content is quite basic, as are the
descriptions.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain
the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
-errors do not interfere with communication
Sample 2

Discussion: This sample is a summary of information. The
categories are pre-determined; the author has created the
diagrams and the captions. There is labeling as well as
the captioning. The format of the captions is not consistent; some are written as sentences and some are jot
notes. While the steps in the process are shown, not all
are not very well explained.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported by evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is connected to the writing purpose; uses diagrams, captions
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are
spelled phonetically
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 3

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample is an advertising poster. It presents
the information clearly, and the layout is effective.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose (advertising poster)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 4

Discussion: This sample is a simple book review.
It lists likes and dislikes, as well as personal connections and opinions. The statements are quite
general; the opinions are not supported with specific examples or facts from the book. The sentence structure is controlled and the word choice
is general (cool, funny, surprises), but adequate.
The conventions in the piece are strong.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is
connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses apostrophes correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 5

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample shows a survey and accompanying graph which translates the survey results.
The information is clearly presented and the layout
makes it easy to read and understand.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- topic is stated in the beginning (title)
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is
connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing engages audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 6
Discussion: This sample is a letter. It uses a standard
letter format, with return address, date, greeting,
body, closing, and post-script. The format is supported by the layout on the page. The content is conversational, sharing information that is not particularly
connected to the topic , but the piece does flow.
There is voice evident in the personal information and
the gift requests and post-script.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubrics qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain topic
- may include unnecessary information
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a logical way that is connected to the writing purpose (letter)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 7

Grade 4

Discussion: This sample shows a first and second draft of a
character sketch from the novel Stone Fox. There are a few
revisions in the second draft, but the differences are primarily
editing changes. The description of Stone Fox is primarily his
physical appearance, but there are a few character elements,
too. There is an attempt to use some descriptive language
(“his eyes sparkled in the sunlight”, “his face was as hard as
stone”). There is some variety in sentence structure, but not
all the sentences show good control. The second draft shows
better structure than the first.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence; explains opinions
and ideas
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in the beginning
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses words that add clarity and detail
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 8

Grade 4

Description: This sample is a friendly letter. It uses correct formatting (return address, date, greeting, body, and
closing) and is organized in paragraphs. The content is
general, but the author’s voice is evident in the questions
being asked and in the information chosen to be shared.
Control of sentence structure is general good, although it
does falter in a few places. These are longer, more complex sentences, so that is not uncommon at this grade
level. The word choice is this piece is basic but effective.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is
connected to the writing purpose (letter)
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tome that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
-errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 9

Grade 4

Discussion: This sample is written as a comic strip, with captions explaining the illustrations. It is intended to explain a
process of good decisionmaking, as well as to deliver an
anti-smoking message. There
is an effort to have the comic
strip be able to convey the
message on its own, although
the captioning does make it
much clearer. There is some
awkwardness in the sentence
structure in the captions (“Jade
is telling Lil if she wants to
play…”) and some switching of
tenses, but the message is
generally clear. There are
some convention errors, but
they do not interfere with the
communication.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the topic (includes captions)
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
- spells most words correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 11

Grade 4

Discussion: This sample is the data collection for a research
project. The connection between the “crime card” and the animal profile sheet is not clear, nor is the information on the
crime card. The information on the profile sheet is written in
sentences, which is not a common format for notes. However,
the information is clear, and generally connected to the category headings.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to maintain topic
- main ideas are supported by evidence; information is
factual
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- follows format-appropriate phrase structure
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses words that add clarity and detail
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are
spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Grade 4

Sample 10

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to
maintain topic

Discussion: This is a retelling of
a biblical story, from a firstperson point of view. It is written
like a diary or travelogue entry,
although there are no “dates”
included to indicate separate
days. The focus and point of
view are maintained throughout
the piece, which is significant
given its length. There are details
that have been added that are
apparently taken from the author’s own imagination (“how
nice it would be if we saw a little
fountain”; “went to sleep right
away”; “it was a good thing that
Joseph was on the donkey too”)
but which add good voice to the
piece. The dialogue formatting is
incomplete - although the
quotation marks are correct, the
internal punctuation is missing
and each section of dialogue
should be a new paragraph.
However, despite those errors,
the communication is clear.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

- main ideas are supported with evidence; may include unnecessary information
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated in beginning
- information is arranged in a logical/meaningful way that is connected to
the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- uses descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- uses some transition words
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident; states information in a unique manner
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses words that add clarity and detail
-uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 12

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample uses the format of a “wanted” poster, although it adds extra information categories near the
end. The piece makes good use of colour and layout features, including punctuation, block letters for headings, and
design elements. It also uses an inserted definition (short
three coloured horn (alicorn)”) and then uses the term later in
the piece. There are some minor errors in tense and number
agreement, as well as some spelling errors, but none interfere with the overall communication.

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain topic

- main ideas
are supported
with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated
in the beginning
- information is
organized in a
meaningful/
logical way that
is connected to
the writing purpose; includes
headings
- conclusion is
stated
- word choice
is appropriate
for intended
audience

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic
- uses descriptive language to create an image
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses words that add clarity and detail
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses commas
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Students in Grade Five continue to refine their writing skills in multiple genres. They are able to make notes (with guidance) and
integrate into their writing ideas and information from several sources. They are able to experiment with different organizational formats and genres to share their ideas and information. Grade Five students are becoming more aware of their own voices when they
write, and begin to try to develop their uniqueness. They become better able to structure their writing in paragraphs using a logical
plot sequence (for narrative) and different organizational formats (compare/contrast, cause and effect, etc.) for informational text.
The actions and/or events are often structured to advance the plot, and the ending is often contrived to fit the actions and the story
problem. As the middle of the piece becomes more complex, it may be harder to tie up all the loose ends. They develop more control over conventions including tense and spelling. Students use expanded vocabulary in their writing, and are becoming more able
to match word choice to audience and purpose for writing. They pay more attention to the connections between form, purpose, and
audience, and begin to apply the “writing process” in different situations (video production, slide shows, drama, music, etc.). Time to
work on self-selected pieces, with lots of opportunity and support to craft and refine them, continues to be important.
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Sample 1

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is modeled on a “Top Ten” list. It contains good
ideas, but there are some structural problems with the piece. Generally, a
list like this should follow a consistent pattern (all adverbs, each one to
start with a verb, etc.). The computer formatting is inconsistent (change of
font for #4) and the having it all centred makes it more difficult to read.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Sample 2

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- beginning states topic
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected
to writing purpose
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- follows format appropriate phrasing
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning

Discussion: This sample is a brochure,
advertising the rollercoaster on the rings of
Saturn. The layout is generally effective,
although the headings on the centre page
vary in placement, which makes it harder
to follow. The front and back pages are
consistent in focus, but the centre information page is not clearly connected to
the topic. The ideas on the centre page
are engaging individually, but they do not
flow together. This lack of focus makes the
piece seem disjointed and unclear.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce supporting details and ideas
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
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Sample 3

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is an advertisement. It uses good layout strategies (strong title at top and closure at bottom; information clearly stated in
the middle; good spacing). The information is presented in categories, using headings
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic
- information is organized in a logical/meaningful way that is connected to
the writing purpose
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- follows format-appropriate phrasing
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning

Sample 4
Discussion: This sample is a menu. It does not follow a standard menu format but presents the information more like an advertisement. It also appears to be trying to incorporate a Hallowe’en theme (“Cookie and Scream”,
“Frog eyeballs”, Worm Spaghetti”). The format is not particularly effective;
the title (the name of the restaurant) does not stand out from the rest of the
information, and the illustration that dominates the piece does not have a
strong connection to the content. There are spelling errors that do make the
piece more difficult to understand, and capitalization conventions are not
applied consistently.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic (title)
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way connected to writing
purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- follows format-appropriate phrasing
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
-spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 5

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is an opinion piece, written as a letter to the
editor of a newspaper. The piece starts with a strong opening, with two
supporting details. The second paragraph is not clearly connected to the
first, and the third is not connected at all. However, the final paragraph
does a good job of summing up the original idea, and offering a suggestion. Despite the gaps in content, the letter does follow the general format
for a letter to the editor. There is an attempt to use transition words within
the first paragraph (“So”, “Also”).
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- may include some unnecessary information
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way
that is connected to writing purpose
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in
content
- follows organizational structure of specific format

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
-uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning

Sample 6
Discussion: This sample is an advertisement. It starts with an attempt
to persuade the reader that the new doll is “the best you could ever
get”, then goes on to list its key features. The piece ends with the
price and ordering information. The sample follows the general format
for a persuasive advertisement. The illustrations support the content.
The word choice and sentence structure are adequate, and the tone is
typical of the genre.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details
and ideas
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content

- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning
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Sample 7

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is a notice, advertising a dance. The key
information (when and where) is in the middle of the page and an
attempt has been made to centre it. Other important information
(regarding alcohol and drugs) in at the top, underlined and in bold
print to add emphasis. Information of lesser importance (who can
attend, King and Queen contest and contestants) is included at the
bottom. Centering the contestants’ names at the bottom helps them
to stand out from the rest of the information.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- may include unnecessary information
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning stated topic and may introduce supporting details and
ideas
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some
complex sentences
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content

- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning

Sample 8
Discussion: This sample is a “top ten” list. It uses a clear numbering system, the ten items are all on topic (although Smarties, M&Ms, Skittles, and
gummy bears may not be specifically tied to Christmas), and the format is
consistent. The illustrations support the content.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- follows format appropriate phrasing
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation (including commas)
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 8

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is a letter to the editor of a newspaper. The topic is clearly introduced in the first paragraph. The following paragraphs add further information
and supporting details, including examples. The conclusion is simple, but effective. The sentence structure is varied and uses some repetition and comparison to add emphasis (“They don’t have…”, “...as if they were your own
kids”).
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are support with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way
that is connected to the writing purpose; weak transitions between paragraphs/sections
Conclusion, though brief, is supported by the information in the content
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation and commas
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning
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Sample 9

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is a categorized
list, similar to a graphic organizer. It list
information related to specific categories all
connected to a particular topic (a specific
student, in this case). The format is consistent, and the word choice is basic but
appropriate for other students in this age
group. The author’s voice does come
through in some of the statements.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/
purpose in mind
- beginning states topic
- information is organized in a meaningful/
logical way
- follows organizational structure of specific
format
- word choice is appropriate for intended
audience
- follows format-appropriate phrasing
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with
content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
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Sample 10

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is a response to
a novel. It provides a brief summary of
the key points in the plot, then goes on to
make connections between the reader
and the novel and to offer an opinion on
the novel. The piece starts with a good
introduction, including an effective lead.
Using correct paragraphing would make
the organizational structure clearer and
easier to follow. An editing conference
would also help with clarity. The word
choice and sentence structure are adequate; There is variety in both sentence
length and type.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through
examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/
purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- conclusion, though brief, is supported
by the information in the content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create
an image (comparisons)
- uses a variety of simple, compound,
and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for specific
purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 11

Grade 5

Discussion: Although this sample is labeled a “Movie Review” it is actually a
graphic organizer. The information from
this organizer could be used to write a
review. It is important that students understand that graphic organizers are
tools for gathering and organizing information, but are not necessarily the end
result. The information in this organizer
is recorded in categories. The factual
information is clear (characters, actors).
The summary is vague (“The Story”)
and the opinions are not supported by
details or examples. However, the
“Overall Review” provides a good conclusion to the piece.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting
details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is
connected to the writing purpose (headings)
- conclusion, although brief, is supported by the information
in the content
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impact meaning
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Sample 12

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is a comparison of two characters in a novel.
One half of the comparison lists their physical descriptions, and the
other half looks at their personal characteristics. Although the four
paragraphs are brief, they do contain specific descriptions. The word
choice is good, and the author’s voice comes through.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded
through conclusions
- main ideas are supported with
evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and
may introduce some supporting
details and ideas
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for
intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for
a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is
consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly;
errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 13

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample uses diagrams and captions to retell an historical sequence. The captions match the
illustrations. The captions are somewhat general, but do provide a summary of some of the key aspects of the
1497 expedition. The beginning of the piece states the topic, the middle frames follow a logical sequence, and
the conclusion is brief. It extends the topic by talking about other expeditions, but does provide a definite ending
(“the others were never heard of again”). The word choice does offer some specific descriptors (“scooped buckets of codfish” , “became a national hero”) although other choices are very basic. The tense confusion (past and
present) interferes with clarity, as do the spelling errors. An editing conference would make this much easier to
read.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way
that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by the information in the content
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences

- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 14

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is a response to literature, comparing a
book and its movie version. The
introduction is strong with a very
inviting lead. The second paragraph sets up the contrast between
the book and movie well. It shows
the author’s voice, and makes the
author’s views on the book and the
movie very clear. The last two paragraphs attempt to provide detailed
support for the author’s viewpoint,
but are quite repetitive. There is no
real conclusion. The final sentence
attempts to wrap up the piece very
briefly, but it is not particularly effective. The strong start and weak
finish is not uncommon in grade
five work, as students still often
“run out of steam”. The word choice
and sentence structure are quite
sophisticated (“”disgusted”,
“derived”, “off the point”, “on the
right track”, “believable”) in the first
three paragraphs, but become
more basic towards the end.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in meaningful/logical way that is
connected to writing purpose
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by the information
in the content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to create an image
-uses a variety of simple, compound, and complex
sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tine that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Grade Six students are becoming more proficient in revising and crafting their representations. They keep their audience and purpose in mind when choosing the genre to use as well as the appropriate language and vocabulary. They understand the power of
well-crafted material to move and persuade others, and focus on enhancing their work to improve their communication. They are
able to delete irrelevant or unnecessary information as well as adding details. Vocabulary choices reflect an understanding of the
ambiguity of language and the ability to convey various shades of meaning. Presentations show evidence of planning and an understanding of organizational formats specific to genres. Students also begin to adapt organizational formats to meet specific needs
according to their audience and purpose. Grade Six students write for their own purposes and to express their own messages. They
continue to need time to work on pieces that are sustained over a longer period of time. Modeling and mini-lessons continue to be
an important part of the learning process for Grade Six students.
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Sample 1

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample is a response to a picture book. The author
starts with a personal opinion, and then attempts to provide details and
examples from the story to support that opinion. The sentence structure
is quite repetitive . There is some good word choice (“aware”, “realize”,
“depressing”) but some repetition, too (“sad”, “like”). There is not much
structure to the piece; there is not enough information to put into paragraphs and the only connections between the examples are that they
are “sad”. There is no conclusion to the piece, and in fact the last two
sentences appear to have been tacked on after the fact, to offer some
suggestions for improvement. However, they are not connected in any
way to the criticisms being offered.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization

- uses correct end punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning

Sample 2
Discussion: This sample is a character sketch. It states the topic in the
first sentence, then goes on to describe the character’s physical appearance and personality traits. The piece is organized in paragraphs; each
contains an idea, but some could also easily have been combined to make
the piece flow more smoothly. The sentence structure is varied and shows
some sophistication, including the use of clauses and compound sentences, as well as semi-colons. The author does a good job of describing the
character before his great adventure, but chooses to end the piece with a
“tag line” (“there goes his quiet life”) rather than describing the changes in
his character as a result of the adventure. This leaves the piece feeling
unfinished, almost as though the ending was written as a book jacket
blurb.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through
details
- descriptive details enhance piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and
ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and
supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impact meaning
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Sample 3

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample is a definition and description of a common
school concept. It may have been developed from classroom discussion or from a graphic organizer. While it is not written in paragraph
form, it demonstrates a clear understanding of the concept being described. It starts with a dictionary definition, adds a student-generated
one, and then provides examples. The use of larger fonts and bold
print to add emphasis is effective. The illustrations, photos, and clip
art make the representation well-balanced and add interest.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with
content

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing follows the appropriate organizational pattern for the genre
(uses headings and bullets)
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do no significantly impede
meaning

Sample 4
Discussion: This sample is an informal thank you letter. It is organized in paragraphs. It provides opinions that are supported with details and examples. The author’s voice comes through in parts
(although the format does make it sound a bit silted at times). The
sentence structure and vocabulary choices are varied and keep the
reader interested.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas
and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- follows organizational structure of specific
format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image (comparisons)

- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses correct noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede
meaning
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Sample 8

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample presents information on plant use
with accompanying diagrams intended to make identifying
the plants easier. There is no introduction or conclusion;
these could be in the form of field notes, except that the
written information is in complete sentences and is written
with an intent to inform others, rather than as “notes to the
author”. The illustrations support the information in the text;
they would likely be enhanced by the use of labels or captions to extend the information. The sentence structure is
generally well-controlled, although there are a few errors in
noun-pronoun agreement (“cranberries/it”). The word choice
is specific to the topic, and the tone is appropriate for the
format.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused an maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through
details
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- establishes connections between key ideas and
supporting details
- writing follows appropriate organizational pattern for
the genre (illustrations, numbering)
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 6

Grade 6

Discussion: This is a plot summary created using a timeline. It includes illustrations, plot events, and quotes from the
story that all work together to explain the events. The layout is effective, although the centre line is not well-defined
which makes it a bit difficult to figure out the pattern at first. The quotes used to support the plot events are adequate,
but do not add any more information to the piece. The illustrations reflect the plot events, but again do not add any
information, so the plot events are not enhanced by the additions, even though they make the representation more
interesting and engaging for the reader.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting details are expanded through details and examples
- descriptive details enhance piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 5

Grade 6

Discussion: This sample is an extended character description. It
includes illustrations, descriptive words, a quote from the story,
and an in-depth description of some of the characteristics along
with examples from the story. This moves the piece beyond a
general description of how the characters looks to deeper look at
the character’s personality and behaviours, and how the author
shows the reader those characteristics. Although much of the
material is visual, the content still is meaningful.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS
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Sample 5, cont’d

Grade 6

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting details
are expanded through details,
examples, inferences, and conclusions
- descriptive details enhance
piece
- beginning develops topic with
supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting
details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for
intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to
create an image (comparisons)
- uses simple, compound, and
complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence
lengths

- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 7

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample
is a response to the novel
A Little Princess. It contains a brief biography of
the author, an illustration
of the main characters and
setting, a character list,
and a summary. The summary is well done. It provides some information
about the characters and
highlights the key events
in the plot. Details, such
as Sara’s daily routine and
her room, enhance the
piece. Sentence structure
is generally well-controlled
and the word choice (“little
beggar”, “determination”,
“imagination”, “less fortunate”) is effective.
EXCELLING AT MEETING
STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting details are expanded through details, examples, inferences, and conclusions
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- follows organizational structure of specific format
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to create an image (prepositional phrases)
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- uses a variety of transition words
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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